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I proudly present to you our annual brochure for 2017/2018. Included are most of our product lines and I hope you will take a few minutes to look through it.

Westway Machinery has been serving the metal forming and manufacturing industry across Canada since 1972. We stand committed to providing you with superior metal forming solutions through our expertise, products and services. When you partner with Westway you can be sure you have made a sound purchasing decision.

We hope that you have made Westway your “go to” supplier and we want you to know we are determined to providing the highest level of service. In that regard, we are committed to:

Continuing to provide factory training for our service technicians
Ensuring we have sufficient service department personnel to reduce the response time
Increasing our spare parts inventory to minimize “downtime”
Continuous sales team training to keep them current in product knowledge

In this ongoing low-interest-rate environment, it remains a great time to invest in new machinery. The government continues to offer incentive programs you can participate in such as the Accelerated Depreciation of Capital Equipment which will allow you to write off your CAPEX in a significantly shortened time frame. Also, our new partnership with a Global Funder ensures that we can provide you with the best leasing rates possible to help you with your financing needs. Our sales team is anxious to meet with you to better understand your applications, so feel free to request a visit from them. Alternatively, pay us a visit and schedule a personal machine demonstration under power in our 30,000 Sq. Ft warehouse.

We thank you for your past support and look forward to continuing our partnership with you. Your satisfaction is very important to us. Feel free to contact me directly if you ever have any concerns. For those of you that are new to us, we hope we will have the opportunity to show you how we can help you achieve your goals!

We wish you a successful completion to the year 2017!

Best Regards,
Westway Machinery Ltd.

Frank Walter
President
METAL FORMING

Direct Diode Technology

- More efficient than Fiber
- Faster cutting speeds
- Superior edge quality

- 3rd Generation Laser Energy Efficiency
- Automatic Torch & Nozzle Changing
- Automatic Focus Positioning & Detection
- Beam Diameter Control
- Pierce, Plasma and Burn Detection
- Automatic Profiler Calibration & Nozzle Cleaning

WESTWAY MACHINERY LTD.
2370 Cawthra Rd. Mississauga, ON L5A 2X1
TOLL FREE 800.263.1199
WestwayMachinery.com

www.westwaymachinery.com
**Laser Driven Technology**

**POWER+**

**OPTIPLEX 6.0kW Fiber** laser machines integrate **POWER+** exclusive technology for maximum performance.

**VALUE TECH**

**OPTIPLEX NEXUS 3015 Fiber** machines deliver both cutting-edge technology and an economical investment.

**TUBE LASER**

**FABRI GEAR** laser-cutting machines offer 3D flexibility, rugged construction and precision performance for tube and structural applications.

**AUTOMATION**

Mazak’s **ADVANCED AUTOMATION** solutions include Load/Unload Cells, Flexible Manufacturing Systems, Factory Automation Solutions and OptoPath sorting systems.

**CALL FOR A TEST DRIVE**

**Mazak Optonics Corp.**

905-803-9999
From 35 – 300 tons, SafanDarley offers the most sophisticated range of Electronic Press Brakes available. These amazing machines will guarantee that you will be more competitive.

The revolutionary Servo-Electric Drive System coupled with the unique Pulley System ensures even forces along the entire length of the bed, eliminating the need for a crowning table.

No hydraulics means less maintenance and more energy efficiency. The Touch Screen control is unrivalled.

The SafanDarley EC Control with the integrated Safety Light System allows up to a 50% increase in thru-put.

- Reduced Maintenance Costs – no messy hydraulics
- Reduced Energy Consumption – power used only on the down-stroke
- Improved Accuracy & Repeatability – even force along the entire bed
- Improved Thru-put – light guards integrated with back gauge positioning

Many shops are switching to SafanDarley E-BRAKES... Shouldn’t you?
SUPERIOR INTEGRATION OF HYDRAULICS & ELECTRONICS

- Low-noise and low-energy - A servo-electronic motor powers the hybrid drive
- Precision and automatic compensation of material thickness
- Touch Screen control, colour monitor on a swivel arm
- CNC controlled backgauge
- Automatic clearance and cutting-angle adjustment
- Automatic retraction of the backgauge for narrow strip widths
- Hold down cylinders that automatically adjust pressure to the cutting force required
Affordable and productive folding to fit any budget.

The RAS TURBObend
- 124” of folding length
- 16 gauge maximum capacity
- Automatic material adjustment
- Compact design
- Touch screen automatic programming
- On board service diagnostic
- Technology table
- Automatic folding sequence
- Universal tools

The RAS XL-Center
- Folds up and down
- 126” of bend length
- 16 gauge maximum capacity
- Automatic part manipulation
- Simple part programming
- Tapered parts in a snap
- Draw part profile in 2D and 3D
- Touch screen PC control
- 300° free space
- Universal tools

Tie either of these machines together with the Bendex 3D software package and you will have the most efficient and affordable system to produce metal trim profiles.
Automated Solutions for Difficult Metal Products

We make age old metal forming problems a thing of the past!

**MiniBendCenter**
Fully Automated Small Metal Parts Manufacturing

**UpDownCenter**
Semi-Automated Production of Larger Complex Parts

**Multibend Center**
Versatile and Upgradable Modules for Folding Automation

RAS Systems has raised the bar again for maximum accuracy and repeatability. Our fast forming sequences, short cycle times and greatly reduced set-up times has made the MiniBendCenter and UpDownCenter the state-of-the-art in metal forming technology. When combined with our “Bendex 3D One-Click Programming” the integration of idea and final product becomes seamless.

www.westwaymachinery.com
TIMESAVERS is a well known manufacturer of sheet metal finishing, sanding and deburring machinery.

As a pioneer in finishing technology for the metal working industry, Timesavers leads the way in widebelt sanders.

Whether you need to deburr holes or edges, finish cladded or coated materials, wet or dry, Timesavers has a machine suitable for your application.

- Available from 9” – 64” wide
- Wet or Dry
- Various Drum, Belt and Brush Systems
Davi is the LARGEST manufacturer of plate and angle roll in the world.

DAVI PRODUCTION:
PLATE ROLL BENDING MACHINES
SECTION BENDING MACHINES
ROLLING SYSTEMS FOR WIND TOWERS

www.westwaymachinery.com
- The two down-stroking cylinders are fully supported in low friction slide-ways, keyed and bolted to the frame for greater rigidity. The repeatability of the cylinders is +/- 0004”
- Rigidly welded, mono block steel frame for minimum deflection under load
- Full electronic synchronization with proportional valve technology
- Maximum bend accuracy and repeatability is assured through constant monitoring and correction of beam parallelism by the CNC system
- CNC-controlled ball-screw back-gauge systems with AC drives
- Removable ram sub-plate for easy tool alignment and maintenance
- ST44-52 European Certified Steel used, requires no stiffeners on ram
- Compactly-wired oversized electrical cabinet with excellent ventilation
- Delem DA-69T, 3-D Touch Screen CNC controller with easy fill-in-the-blank programming, 17” screen, windows based
- American/European top tool holders with side-to-side adjustable wedges
- Pneumatic top and bottom clamping available
- Bed Crowning from manual to CNC
- Tandem brakes available
- CSA Z142 compliant
Model HNC
Hydraulic Guillotine Type, CNC

- Heavy Duty
- 1/4" - 1" capacity, from 10’-20’ length
- Variable-rake design, 14” throat gap
- Ball screws on back gauge
(Available with sheet supports, front gauging systems)

Model MGH
Hydraulic Swing Beam Shears

- 1/4" - 3/4” capacity from 10’- 13’ length
- 10” throat gap
- Rapid blade gap adjustment
- 40” back gauge

Model HGL
Hydraulic Swing Beam Shears

- 1/4” capacity from 8’-13’ length
- Compact design
- 30” back gauge
- Economical choice

Model RGS
Direct-Drive Mechanical Shears

- Capacity up to 4mm (10ga.) from 5’-10’ length
- Low maintenance clutch
- Electric foot pedal with single and continuous
(Available with power back gauge, pneumatic sheet support, ball transfers, angle gauge)
Industry First - Laser Beam Punch Positioning
Only Fabmaster machines are available with this unique feature. The laser light makes set-ups quick and punching holes a breeze. Lining up your punch has never been easier.

Single Cylinder
- 50 tons to 66 tons
- Single & three phase motors
- 5 models, 3 styles to choose from

Double Cylinder
- 66 tons to 180 tons
- 12” and 20” punching throats
- Two operator simultaneous operation

Machines have 5 stations (punching, plate, angle & rod shearing, notching) with magnetic light base, emergency stops, scrap boxes, adjustable gibbs, safety guards, large punching base, back gauge, quick access to stroke control, electric foot pedals with dwell, and more.
**Standard Features**

- Notching Station
- Bar Shear
- Flat Bar Shear
- Angle Shearing
- Punching

**Optional Accessories**

- Angle Bending Press
- Multi-stop Gauge Table
- Single Die Holder For Punching Channel Webs
- Large Hole Punching
- Pipe Notcher
- Single Vee Press Brake
- Large Vee-Notcher Punch Side
- Multi Vee Press Brake

Optional duplicating table with hydraulic stripper and hydraulic clamping

Hydraulic hold-down for automatic clamping

Goose-neck die holder for punching channel flanges and web

www.westwaymachinery.com
Well engineered, high quality Punching machines built for accuracy & reliability
- Use standard Trumpf type tooling with urethane springs for striping
- Three (3) limit switches allow precise setting of the stroke
- Use short stroke for fast punching, switch to long stroke for changing tools
- Quick change punch system: simply twist the nut by hand and pull down the punch
- Quick change die system: simply lift the lever and pull out the die
- Wide variety of standard tooling available for different punching needs

The Fabmaster punching machine PM Series, ranges from 38 – 220 tons and comes in 12", 20", or 30" throat depth. The efficiency and precision can be greatly improved with the optional Multi-Stop Table, Duplicating Table or CNC Controlled Positioning Table.
Other optional tolling such as Pipe Notcher, Press Brake, Angle Notcher, Angle Shear and Channel Shear turns the punching machine into a multi-purpose machine.

### Cnc Controlled Tables:

**Table Key Features:**
- Hydraulic Clamps for strong grip of material
- Hydraulic Stripper with exchangeable plates
- Ball Transfer Units on the support table
- Safety Covers with interlock switches
- Sensor for the Air-Oil Booster to ensure clamping pressure
- Adjustable Servo Motor Speed for various material sizes

**Controller Key Features:**
- 4 Pre-Programmed patterns
- Stores up to 100 programs each consisting of up to 6 patterns
- Maximum table travel without load: 33 ft/min
- Table Accuracy without load: +/-0.002”

Multiple stoppers for the X-axis for repetitive punching.
Digital readout for the Y-axis display precise position.
Hand wheel for the Y-axis enable smooth fine adjustment.
Quick change system changes the punch and die in seconds.
Overhang die holder for punching channel flanges and angles
Optional duplicating table with hydraulic stripper and hydraulic clamping for fast and accurate repetition work.
Optional single vee press brake.
Optional multi vee press brake.
BENDERS

Available in 2 Models
HBM-44 (44 Tons)
HBM-88 (88 Tons)

- Versatile Horizontal NC bender
- Easily programmed for stroke length, bending depth & return
- A large variety of tooling is available for various jobs such as pipe & tube bending, solid bar bending, shearing, punching, straightening etc.
- Custom tooling can be produced for special applications
- Excellent stroke repeatability of +/- 0.002"

Optional Equipment

Programmable Control Panel

Pipe Bending Tool
Straightening Tool
Single V Bending
Shearing Tool
Punching Tool
Flat Plate Edge Bending Tool
Multi V Bending Tool
HYD-MECH SAWS

WHATEVER YOUR SAWING NEED, WE’VE GOT THE RIGHT SOLUTION!

BAND SAWS • COLD SAWS
MANUAL • AUTOMATIC • CNC

For more than 30 years, Hyd-Mech saws have built a reputation on reliability and durability to keep production working harder and going longer. Leading the industry with metal band saw and circular cold saw technology, we offer the largest range of sawing machines available in the industry.

From portable band saws for home or jobsites to large stationary shop machines – Hyd-Mech saws are a cut above the competition to make your job easier. We also offer a wide array of integrated material handling systems to complete your production department.

We Provide Profitable Sawing Solutions

1-800-263-1199
Lenox has been developing premium-performance tools for nearly 90 years! That unique depth of experience has brought a command of the science of cutting that’s second to none. To make sure you get the best possible performance for your money, our saw blades are constantly tested throughout the design & manufacturing processes.

- High Performance Sawing & Contour Cutting
- Long Blade Life at High Cutting Rates engineered to cut Structuralss, Tubing and Bundles
- High Speed steel tooth tips combined with flexible alloy steel backing material results in band saw blades that are the most cost effective choice for most metal sawing applications.

(Compatible with Hyd-Mech saws and many other brands)

ORDER ONLINE!
Visit www.westwaymachinery.com/lenox-saw-blades/

Westway Machinery is a Certified Master Distributor for ORIGINAL Lenox Saw Blades in Canada & the U.S.A.
CUT BETTER WITH A FLOW WATERJET

Any Material. Any Shape. Superior Edges.

METAL  COMPOSITES  STONE  GLASS  THICK  PRECISION  GASKET  STACKED

Technology leadership and superior performance at every pricepoint.

Flow
PLATE ROLLS AND PROFILE BENDING

4-Roll Heavy Duty Plate Roll

- 3 Hydraulic Planetary Drives
- Suitable for medium & heavy duty plate bending
- Rolls are Induction Hardened & Forged SAE 1050
- Central Lube
- Mobile Control Panel

3-Roll and 4-Roll Profile Benders

- Horizontal or Vertical Positioning
- Heavy Duty design
- Hydraulic Drives

www.westwaymachinery.com
Soco has a complete line of High Speed Sawing Systems for your requirements.

They come with Bundling, Loading/Rack Loading, Chamfering/Wire Brush Deburring, as well as Inspection & Cleaning attachments.

**Pivoting:**
- Fast, Precise, Clean
- Burr Free, Dust Free
- Mitre Cutting left & right
- 75 mm Solid Bar
- Up to 115 mm O.D. Tube
- Electric coolant pump with large reservoir tank

**NC Controlled:**
- NC controlled electro servo feeding
- Touch screen control
- Shortest crop length (20mm)
- Vertical slide for maximum power and rigidity
- Multiple cut lengths per bar programmable
- Safety covers

**Non-Ferrous:**
- Automatic, High Speed
- Non-ferrous only up to 150 mm O.D. tube
- Carbide tipped blade for mirror finishes

**Titanium Coated blades from SOCO**
- Superior Cutting Life over standard HSS blades
- Available at prices below HSS blades

**Double or Single Tube End-Finishing Machines**
- Fast, Accurate, Economical
- Chamfering / End Facing of round tubes from 1” – 10’ length & up to 4 ½” O.D.
Soco has a complete line of High Speed Sawing Systems for your requirements. They come with Bundling, Loading/Rack Loading, Chamfering/Wire Brush Deburring, as well as Inspection & Cleaning attachments.

**CNC Benders**
- Up to 12 axis Servo
- Up to 6 stacks of tooling
- Variable radius option available
- Auto lubrication of mandrel
- Easy to use touch screen programming with 3D graphics
- Powerful software with part reversal, mirror image conversion and importation of AutoCAD files
- Mitsubishi Servo control and Windows OS

**SB-AUTO Series Benders**
- Easy to run
- 3 programmable axis (feeding, rotation, bending)
- Fully automatic and cost effective
- Touch screen control
- 1” to 3-1/2” capacity models

**Double Head Benders**
- For high production tube bending applications
- NC control with 2 dimensional rotation
- Can bend multiple tubes simultaneously
- High bending accuracy of +/- 0.15°
**RDB-175**
- 2” schedule 40 pipe capacity
- Bends 0° - 180°
- Ideal for hand railing, roll cages, Motorcycle frames etc.

**RDB-250**
- 3” tube
- 2” schedule 40 pipe capacity
- Bends to 180° in 11 seconds
- Variable Speed & Programmable

**MB-350NC Bender**
- 3” x .065” wall stainless steel tube capacity
- 140 programs, 10 bends per program
- 1.5D bends
- Mandrel Extractor/Positioner
- User friendly Touch Screen
- Quick change Tooling

**1800 Welding Positioner**
- Variable Speed (0-6 rpm)
- 250 lbs capacity
- 110 V, 15 amp

**TN-800 Tube & Pipe Notcher**
- 3” capacity
- 110 V
- Variable Angles
- Perfect Weld Joint
- Fast & Clean

**110 V, 15 amp**

**905-803-9999**
WHEN MAXIMUM PRODUCTIVITY IS THE ONLY OPTION

A SERIES ON PRESS BRAKE PRODUCTIVITY

WILA New Standard Clamping, Crowning, and Tooling Systems provide unparalleled speed of set-up, accuracy, durability, flexibility, finished part quality, and operator safety. When maximum productivity is the only option, WILA New Standard is the obvious choice.
Plasma Automation Inc.
One Source. One Solution.

Manufactured in the USA

HVAC 510
Plasma Cutting System

HVAC 520-DL
Plasma/Liner Cutting System

HVAC 520-DT w/ Coil Feeder
High Volume Plasma Cutting System

Spiral Pipe Cutter

Vi-Stream Waterjet
Liner Cutting System

Fabricator-SS
Plasma Cutting System

Monarch
Heavy Duty Precision Plasma Cutting System

Elite
Precision Plasma Cutting System

1-800-263-1199
Hand Brakes
- from 4’ to 12’
- up to 12 ga. capacity

Apron and Box & Pan Brakes
- from 4’ to 12’
- up to 12 ga. capacity

Foot & Powered, Low Profile Shears
- 3’ to 12’
- 16 ga. to 10 ga.

Slip Rolls
- Manual & Powered
- from 2’ to 4’ & up to 16 ga.

Turning Machines
Manual & Powered

Cleat & Cheek Benders

Hand Notcher
Model 16-18
Pittsburgh Machines
From 24 ga. to 16 ga.

Cleatmaster Machines
- Built-in S Cleat and Drive Cleat rolls
- Outside Rolls available
- Tap in Lock
- ACME REEVES Lock
- Button Lock
- Right Angle Flange
- T-Connection
- Standing Seam
- HEM and Tear Drop

Buttonlock Machines
- 20-30 ga.
- 100 FPM
- ½” pocket

Also available:
- Power Flangers
- Collar Machines
- Gang Slitter & Beaders
- Dual Head Universal Machines

Made in the USA

HVAC and ROOFING

www.westwaymachinery.com
SAMPSON

SHEARS - BRAKES - ROLLS

THS Series
Hydraulic Power Shears
- up to ¼” capacity
- Guillotine type
- Economical choice

Hydraulic and Apron
Box & Pan Brakes
- up to 10 ga. capacity
- Heavy Duty design
- Easy to use

Heavy Duty Box & Pan and Apron Brakes
- From 4’-14’ and up to 12 ga. capacity
- Proven design
- Hundreds of machines in service

Powered and Manual
Hydraulic & Mechanical Rolls
- Hydraulic drop end
- Powered Pinch
- Digital Readouts

1-800-263-1199
**MORLIN**

*MORLIN*

**Pittsburgh Electric Lockhammer**
- Portable
- Easy to use
- 22 ga. – 30 ga. capacity
- 115/1/60

**MODERN**

**Gobbler / Nibbler / Air Hammer**

- **SN-41 Gobbler**
  - ¼” capacity
  - 115/1/60

- **HN-90 Nibbler**
  - 7 ga. capacity
  - 115/1/60

- **PLH-37 Pittsburgh Air Hammer**
  - 18 ga. – 30 ga. capacity
  - Lightweight

**BEVERLY SHEARS**

- **Model B1**
  - 14 ga. capacity
  - 18 lbs

- **Model B2**
  - 10 ga. capacity
  - 35 lbs

- **Model B3**
  - 3/16” capacity
  - 58 lbs
**Direct Drive Servo Presses**

**Straight Side 2 Point Servo Presses**  
121-440 Tons

Rethink the way you form and capture the benefits of servo forming. SEYI 2 point, straight side, direct drive, servo presses will enable you to:

- Stamp and form more complicated geometric parts and assemblies
- Form difficult and exotic materials
- Reduce your floor space
- Save Energy
- Combine the advantages of a fully programmable slide with the speed and low maintenance of a mechanical press

From the ground up, SEYI servos provide you with the highest value for your servo press investment dollar. You get a precision machine, loaded with the latest servo motor technology, and built to stand up to longer dwells, deeper draws and limitless stroke programmability. Your next press should exceed the capabilities of a conventional mechanical or hydraulic press...

**Rethink:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Construction</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Hi Torque-Low RPM Servo Motor  
- Developed using the latest electric motor technology  
- Low heat generation rate  
- High heat dissipation efficiency  
- Safety brake  
- Type: 480V  
- Max Torque (N-m): 14000  
- Max RPM: 340  | High Strength Ribbed Structure  
Designed and built for high-precision, low impact speed.  
- No stretching  
- Hold tighter tolerances  
- Minimize deflection  | 10.4” High Resolution Color Display  
Programmable Slide Position, Speed and Dwell  
Electronic Overload Protection  
SEYI has completely revolutionized overload protection by making it electronic. The result is the highest level of programmable die and press safety performance.  
8 Pre-Programmed Profiles Plus Freeform Motion  

**PRESSING AHEAD**

905-803-9999
Press Feeding Systems and more

Major automotive parts manufacturers trust Mecon equipment.

Big or small, complex or simple, Mecon provides custom solutions.

Functional and attractive designs.

Mecon Industries Limited
A Leader in the Design and Manufacture of Press Feeding Systems and Accessories.
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To be successful in today's stamping operations you need every advantage from your feeding and coil handling equipment. Precise performance at the highest production levels. Dependable time-proven features and controls that come standard. And lasting service life. You also need a supplier who provides seasoned engineering expertise to design the optimum solution for your specific application. A tall order for many manufacturers, but not Rapid-Air.

For over half a century, stamping operators throughout North America have turned to Rapid-Air to maximize their profitability and drastically reduce costs. Choose from our vast selection of innovative products and space saving equipment configurations, all made in the USA, backed by local parts and service.

**RapidAir**

**THE MOST RELIABLE FEEDING & COIL HANDLING EQUIPMENT MADE**

Contact us today to provide the tools for success that you need.
Over 75 Pre-Owned machines in stock today!
Access our inventory on our website under “PRE-OWNED”

Pre-owned Machinery

Westway Machinery does stock a number of used machines and this list is constantly changing due to sales and trade-ins. Some machines that we purchase never make it to this list so we encourage you to fill out the form to receive notifications of our most recent arrivals. Westway ensures that all pre-owned machinery is sold in good working order and offers a 30-day warranty against defects. Contact Us Now for more information about our pre-owned inventory.

MAZAK (Used) OPTIPLEX 3015 LASER, 4KW, CO2
WELD-O-MATIC (USED) SPOT WELDER, 15 KVA, FTC-15
SEYI (USED) GAP FRAME PRESS, SINGLE POINT, 66 TON, SN1-66S **3 available**
SEYI (Used) GAP FRAME PRESS, SINGLE POINT, 66 TON, SN1-66S **3 available**
AMADA (Used) CNC TURRET PUNCH, 22 TON, ARIES 222
ALLSTEEL (Used) HYDRAULIC PRESS BRAKE, 4’x20 Ton **2 available**
ALLSTEEL (Used) HYDRAULIC PRESS BRAKE, 95T-10
ALLSTEEL (Used) HYDRAULIC SHEAR, 1/4” – 12’
Why Lease

• Preserves cash in the business
• Preserves lines of credit
• Lease payments may be deducted as business expenses, reducing the net cost of your lease.
• Leases may be structured with no down payment, 100% of the purchase price can be financed.
• Sales tax is spread over the term of your lease not paid up front
• Upgrade equipment by returning it and trading up

Why Axiom

• Westway’s in house leasing provider
• We understand your product
• Competitive rates
• Flexible payment arrangements
• Rent to own options
• Trade in and upgrade options

Office: 905-803-0758
kurt@axiomleasing.com
www.axiomleasing.com
Our service department consists of 6 highly qualified and trained technicians, a dispatcher and service manager. We are ready to help!

SERVICES OFFERED:

- Start-ups and commissioning on new machines
- Warranty after sales service
- Control and software training (i.e. Delem, Cybelec etc…)
- Breakdown repairs
- Preventative maintenance
- Machine inspections
- Calibrations
- Oil and filter changes
- Oil analysis

Call us today for service related inquiries 905-803-9999 ext.241

PARTS, ACCESSORIES and CONSUMABLES

Our parts department keeps very busy with a number of different activities!

We have very knowledgeable staff with many years of experience to serve you.

With a large inventory of parts in stock and same day delivery, we can keep your machinery up and running. Also, we can quickly source and offer a quick turn around on parts for older machines.

SERVICES OFFERED:

- Replacement parts
- Sale of:
  - Saw blades for band saws and cold saws
  - Ironworker punches and dies
  - Sanding belts
  - Press brake tooling
  - Press clutches and PTO’s
  - And much more…

Call us today for parts related inquiries 905-803-9999 ext. 232 or 245
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